Blood on the Gladius
By David Garrett 2018

A supplement to Tom Hinshelwood’s miniatures game “Are You Not Entertained?! Fast Play
Gladiatorial Rules”.
In order to play this game, you’ll need “Are You Entertained?!”
The purpose of this supplement is to add some additional rules and stats for additional foes.

Additional Advancement Rules
In addition to the options for advancement in the core rules (an additional 4 Hit Points or the
ability to use one Special Rule twice per battle instead of just once), the Gladiator may choose
one of the following:
• Upgraded Weapon: +1 to Attack Die
• Defense Specialist Training: +1 to Defense Die
• Attack Specialist Training: +1 to cumulative Damage Die/Dice
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•

Upgraded Armor: +1 to Armor Die roll

A good way to introduce these advances is to conduct a
tournament and allow the players to award Advances to the
winner. For example, suppose you wanted to conduct an
eight-man tournament with three rounds. The first round
would be fought with no Advances. Before round two begins,
the players choose one Advance for the winners who advance.
Before the championship bout, players would be allowed to
choose one more additional Advance.
To build a stable of Gladiators for the tournament, each player rolls a 20-sided die and the results
provide the seeding placement in the brackets. Players should alternate picking Gladiators from
the types in the core rules.

Handling Ties with Initiative During Combat
In the case of a tie, both Gladiators strike simultaneously. The Gladiator who attacked last gets
to attack first, however, the other Gladiator still gets an attack even if they are reduced to zero
Hit Points. This represents that both attacks really happened at the same instant.

Charge!
This maneuver may be executed as an Attack. After it has been executed, it cannot be performed
again for the next two rounds. It cannot be performed when a Gladiator has five or less Hit Points.
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To perform a Charge, a player will run. Running is twice a Gladiator’s normal Movement. A
Gladiator must also have one empty space between himself and his adversary to execute Charge.
If a Gladiator is adjacent to a foe and wants to Charge, they must first move back one square
which costs two Movement points. The remainder of their run must be used in conducting the
Charge maneuver. The movement path must pass adjacent to the foe and on the pass, the attack
is made in passing.
The attack gains both the Deft Attack (Re-roll Attack, selecting best result) and Crushing Blow
(Re-roll Damage, selecting best result) from the Advantages Table in the core rules.
In addition, use this table for the Attack:

Charge!
D6

Result

Damage

1-2
3-4
5
6

Fumble
Miss
Hit
Critical Hit

0
0
1D6+1
2D6+2

This rule should encourage more movement around the arena.

Surge
Once per battle, a Gladiator may draw on their inner reserves to perform a Surge. This is a free
action, but must be performed on the Gladiator’s turn prior to Attacking.
When a Gladiator performs Surge, they roll 1D6+1
and add the results to their Hit Points. Surge can’t
normally be used after a Gladiator falls to or below
zero Hit Points. The only exception is in the case of
a tie result on Initiative (see above).
A good way to utilize this rule is to give each
Gladiator a six-sided die of a unique color to
represent their Surge. Once the die is rolled, it is
spent.
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Legionnaires versus The Supernatural
The following stats add a horror element to the game. Provided are stats for Legionnaires,
Ghouls, Werebears, and Weretigers.
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The heart of soul of the Roman Army was the Legionnaire. These stats
represent the milites, the grunt soldier of the Roman Army.
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Ghouls are the relentlessly hungry vestiges of soldiers who have been
reanimated through dark magic. Many of them still retain their armor,
but don’t use man-made weapons. They attack with their claws and
bite.
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The Weretiger relies on speed to attack with its claws and bite attacks.
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This ferocious beast uses its power to great effect.
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